Why it’s Worth Starting a Yoga Blog / Benefits of Blogging for Yoga
Teachers
Have you ever considered blogging as a way to market your yoga business? If you’re
stuck in a rut with your marketing efforts or want to try something new - creating your own
unique content via a blogging platform could be an idea worth exploring. Given the passion
and knowledge that you’ve gained through your own practice, study and teacher training,
there is a wealth of potential blog posts already within you that will resonate with your
target audience.
What are the benefits of blogging for a yoga teacher?
Explore Your Ideas in More Depth
We know that the time you spend on the mat & the time you spend teaching goes in
quickly; sometimes we don’t have a chance to mention everything we would like to discuss
during class. Use a blog post to further discuss a class theme, talk more about a season
or break down the benefits of a goal pose you’re focusing on that week etc. Take the
opportunity to delve deeper into an aspect of teaching that you are passionate about or
interested in.
Allow Potential Students to Get to Know You
We all remember how scary it can be going to your first class. If you are able to provide
someone who’s considering starting a yoga practice with some more information about
you, your yoga practice and your passions - it will enable them to feel comfortable ahead
of time and assess if you are the teacher they are looking for.
Additional Content for Newsletters & Social Media
Authentic and Mindful Marketing are important concepts to get right as a yoga teacher, you
don’t want to come across as consistently selling instead of nurturing your students. Blog
posts allow you to create additional content which you can add to a newsletter and share
on your social media sites - helping you to engage with your audience in a way that
provides them with value.
Build Your Community
Blogging allows us as yoga teachers to engage further with our students out with the class
environment, encouraging them to turn up each week & share their practice with us. Ask if
there is something that interests them e.g. poses for a particular ailment, yogic philosophy,
recipes for the current season - then create relevant content which is tailored to your
students & their interests.
Stay Inspired
Writing down and exploring your ideas in greater depth inevitably leads to more questions
and more ideas. Regular blogging on aspects of yoga & wellbeing which you feel inspired
by will keep your thoughts fresh and innovative. It might spark some exciting new ideas for
your classes, personal practice or business.
It’s Free
It can be time consuming depending on what structure your posts take or topics they
cover, however, it’s a budget friendly way to promote yourself and your passion. Most
blogging platforms won’t charge you to set up an account, if you already have a website it
should be fairly easy to add on a blog page to store your new content on.

Facilitates Discussion
When you share your posts on social media, ask a question about the content within.
Encourage other yoga practitioners and teachers to engage with you on topics which they
too might be interested in. This generates interest in your content while expanding your
business’s potential audience.
Have you had any experience with blogging so far? We would love to hear more about it provide inspiration in the comments below for each other on what topics you find work
well, which platform you use & any success you have found from creating your own unique
content.

Blog Post Ideas for Yoga Teachers
We’ve covered the benefits of blogging for yoga teachers - but what about the content you should
be creating? There are so many possibilities for really engaging yoga related blog posts, it’s a
wide-ranging subject with lots of avenues to explore and write about. However, if you need some
ideas on where to start, we have some options to inspire your next few posts:
Share Personal Experience
Your yoga journey is interesting and relevant to your audience - don’t be afraid to share it with
them. Tell the story of why you started yoga, what brought you along to your first class? Discuss
your experience with Teacher Training, workshops you’ve attended and retreats you’ve been on.
Inspire others by allowing them to know more about your experience with yoga, where it’s taken
you and what you have learned from it.
Share Student Stories
People trust the opinions of other people in similar situations to themselves. Do you have a student
that has made a lot of progress since attending your classes regularly and developing a yoga
practice? Ask them for a testimonial, invite them to tell their story and share their experience of
how yoga has helped them. It might encourage others to give your class a try and see if you can
also share your knowledge with them.
Q&A Posts
At the end of class or via a social media platform, ask your students if they have any questions for
you. These can be to do with yoga, your own personal practice/lifestyle or anything which they
might want to know from you. Then simply tackle each question in turn and provide an honest &
engaging answer. This works well for creating authentic relationships with your students, making
you more approachable and creates interesting content for potential students to read.
Join an Existing Discussion
Is there a debate in the yoga world that you have an opinion on? A blog post is the perfect platform
to share your point of view and discuss your reasons for supporting that viewpoint. Also link to
articles from other teachers on the same topic, it’s a great way to facilitate a discussion and create
opportunities to connect with other teachers and yogis from different places.
Create A Series
Take a topic or start a project that can be broken down over a number of different blog posts and
either post them over a few days or a few weeks. This could be something like exploring the
yamas, breaking down a difficult topic in yogic philosophy, a detailed breakdown of the asanas of
the season or exploring different aspects of your own yoga niche e.g. pre natal, yoga for teens,
aerial yoga etc. Creating a series allows you to hold your audience’s attention for an extended
period of time and keep them involved with your chosen topic.
Set Yourself A Challenge
Do you have something you would like to work on? For example, do you want to create a stronger
meditation practice, work more consciously with the yamas & niyamas or master a particular
asana? Set out a goal, the steps you need to undertake to achieve it and a timeframe. Then simply
blog about the process and the results. You can either do this throughout the challenge, or as an
evaluation at the end. Either way, it’s allowing you to delve deeper into your practice while
demonstrating a willingness to continue learning and growing.
General Wellbeing Posts
Is healthy eating your thing? what about essential oils, trying out cruelty free make up or cleaning
supplies with less harmful chemicals? If you have a relevant wellbeing topic that you have
researched & feel passionate about - share that with your audience. It’s good practice to include

some posts that are aligned with yoga, but explore a different topic. It allows you to stay inspired &
creates variety within your blog.
Tackle Common Yoga Fears
‘I’m not flexible enough for yoga’,’I’m too old for yoga’, ‘I’m too heavy for yoga’,’I’m too busy for
yoga’ - we’ve all heard these or similar excuses for not giving a yoga class a try. If you hear a
particular excuse regularly, why not tackle that in a blog post? We all know there is pretty much a
yoga style for everyone, it’s just about finding the right class - use your experience to break a yoga
myth & you might just encourage someone to face their fear!
Asana Suggestions
With a huge number of asanas to choose from and each carrying their own wealth of wonderful
benefits, you can create posts focused around a particular goal or concern. As a teacher, you could
create a list of asanas which combat insomnia (a perfect gift for someone who is struggling to get a
goodnights sleep), or perhaps a list of asanas which can be used to prepare for Sirsasana. Think
about the people that come to your regular classes, what practical applications might they want for
asanas? Runners might want information on asanas for hamstring flexibilty whereas office workers
might want to know about asanas for shoulder and neck strain - again, you could always ask at the
end of a class if anyone has a particular concern & work from that.
Do you have any other ideas for potential blog posts? If you already have a regular blog, how do
you stay inspired to create new content? We would love to hear your thoughts in the comments
below.

